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Scene: Patient, pointing to jowls and under chin

Patient: “I don’t like this! What are my choices?”

What’s your answer?
Everyday patients are coming to you having heard about

- Coolmini™
- Kybella®
- Ultherapy®
- ThermiTight®

Which do you choose?
Advantages

- Under chin fat

Disadvantages

- One size applicator
- Multiple treatments
- Cannot treat jowl
- Patient with laxity is not a good candidate
Before and After

CoolMini™

1 Treatment
1 Month Post Treatment
Advantages

• Injectable

Disadvantages

• Series of treatments
• Discomfort
• Swelling
• May cause looser skin
• Cannot treat jowl
Before and After

Kybella®

2 Treatments, 2 Months Apart
2 Months Post Treatment
Before and After

Kybella®

10/16/15  1/12/16

1 Treatment
3 Months Post Treatment
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Advantages

• Treats full cheek as well as jowl and under chin
• Skin tightening
  • Patients with looser skin who are not good candidates for Kybella® or CoolMini™ are treatable

Disadvantages

• DOESN’T BUST FAT
• May require multiple treatment sessions
• Discomfort
Before and After

Ultherapy®

Ulthera Plus 2 Treatments
2 weeks apart

7-2014

12-2014
Advantages

• Treats both jowl and under chin
• Skin tightening
  • Patients with looser skin who are not good candidates for Kybella® or CoolMini™ are treatable
• Single session
• Sculpts fat for fat loss

Disadvantages

• Skill required to perform procedure
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THERMItight®

Before 6/19/13

After 10/4/13

1 Treatment
4 Months Post Treatment
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THERMItight®

1 Treatment
4 Months Post Treatment
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THERMItight®
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THERMItight®

7/23/13

12/4/13
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THERMItight®
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THERMItight®
Indications

- Lower Face
- Neck
- Breast
- Abdomen
- Thighs
- Arms
Making THERMItight your choice

THERMItight

9/18/12

1/15/13
“ThermiRF is proving to be the most versatile and effective thermal energy platform that I have ever used.”

-Douglas Key, MD